SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CAMP
The camp will begin Monday, July 6, 2015 and will be divided into shifts of three weeks, but if anyone wants he can also stay longer. The shifts will not necessarily be homogeneous in origin, indeed, the variety is an asset! For each round will be present a guide that will help us to better enjoy this human and spiritual experience and savor its richness. It is a labor camp, but it must be lived also as a holiday: there will be excursions and days at the seaside.

ROOM AND BOARD
Volunteers can stay in the house of the Jesuits of Ragusa. They will have breakfast and dinner in community with the Jesuits, lunch in the structures of the Foundation.

COSTS
Travel costs will be borne by the volunteer, who is also asked a € 10,00 per day contribution for room and board.
European CLC, CVX-LMS Italy and CLC Migration Network propose a permanent experiential camp in Sicily, alongside asylum seekers hosted in the reception centers of the "Saint John the Baptist" Foundation of Ragusa.

GOALS
Be present "at the frontiers", where the need calls for a stronger support.
Promote, at the European level, awareness of the situation of migrants arriving from the North African coasts
Open channels of cooperation between the different national CLC communities
Develop an experience that also has a spiritual meaning, and offer personal growth

PROJECT
We intends to be present where the migrants come in and search the first aid in Italy. According to G.P. 8 and "aware of the pressing need to work for justice through a preferential option for the poor, and a simple lifestyle that manifests our freedom and our solidarity with them," with this project CLC / LMS seeks a dual purpose:
- be neighbour to each other in difficulty,
- make those who work for justice do not feel alone.

OUR TARGET
The experience is offered to young people, but not only, belonging to the European CLC or interested to get involved actively in the work with migrants.

REQUIREMENTS
- Legal age / age of consent (essential)
- Knowledge of English / French; Italian or Arabic desirable
- Strong motivation
- Adaptability

ACTIONS
Volunteers will support the operators of the Foundation in the daily tasks that will be required, consistent with their skills and abilities. A brief training is required. Volunteers will be asked to:
- assist applicants in everyday life
- help in housekeeping and meal service
- participate in artistic or creative workshops
- other activities agreed with the operators of the Foundation (depending on your skills or those that can be acquired)

INFO:
Maria Morales, Migration Network Coordinator
migrantsnetworkcvx.e@gmail.com

Laura Scaglia, Project Operation Manager
scaglia10478@gmail.com